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Even Buddhist  scholars say that  Buddhism is not a teaching founded on Monism, or

Dualism, or Trinity-ism.  Therefore if you are a student of Buddhism then you should at least

know, and you should at least be able to say clearly, that Buddhism is not founded on Monism,

or Dualism, or Trinity-ism.  The position of Buddhism is such a position that the moment you

stand up on Monism it isn't Monism any more, it's Dualism.  And the moment you stand up on

Dualism, it has become three.  

It is, however, only all of us that can speak that way.  Only we who have appeared as

existent beings and then grown and developed the function of consciousness.  Only we can speak

in this way.  

Where does that "I am" self who talks about things come from?  As I have been telling

you over and over the two essential functions of tatha-gata and tatha-agata are what give birth to

the self.  If, hearing that this self is given birth to by two functions of thus going and thus coming

you think that this means that this is a teaching based on dualism, that is not correct.  

When a child is born it does have mother and father as it's foundation, but when we

include the child then we get three.   

However, that child isn't fixated.  Again, from that state of three-ness, two will appear.

And then from that new state of dualism, a new state of unity,  a new state of Monism will

appear.  Because, as I've been telling you up until now, it is inevitable that tatha-gata and tatha-

agata become one with each other.  When the two essential functions unify with each other that

means that all opposition has been dissolved and that state, where there is no opposition, is the

origin of everything.  

Tatha-gata  and  tatha-agata  oppose  each  other,  but  they  don't  fixate  that  state  of

opposition. They unify, and then that unification also isn't fixated.  Again they will separate from

each other.  When they separate that is when three worlds will manifest.  

Within Christian theology they also speak about the Trinity.  But really within Christians
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themselves they don't have this philosophy of the Trinity.  This fundamental way of thinking of

the Trinity actually was learned from the Greek philosophy, not essentially from Christianity.

You're all Christian so you know this a hundred times better than I do.  

In Buddhism we speak very often of this idea of three.  We say that one is three and three

is one.  That the two essential functions will inevitable unify, but then just as inevitably separate,

and when they separate then three worlds appear.  This is called the activity of one is three and

conversely the activity of three is one.  

We also in Buddhism have another expression "not one, not two".  And this describes the

original activity of tatha-gata and tatha-agata.  This  means that tatha-gata and tatha-agata face

one another and then unify and then face and unify.  The moment that they are one they then face

again, the moment they face again they are then one again.  In order to explain this in a way so

that you all can really understand it, there is no way around it, I guess I have to use the example

of a loving couple, a young loving couple.  These two young lovers are the functions of tatha-

gata and tatha-agata.  There isn't a child yet.  And the very way of being of these two young

lovers is to repeat unification and facing over and over again.  Buddhism describes this with this

expression "not one, not two."  That's what they are: they are not one, not two.  

The manifestation of the activity of the Dharmakaya is the manifestation of the activity

of "not one, not two."  They are two, but they are not two.  They are one, but they are not one.

They are constantly doing this activity of not one, not two.  That is the very nature of being of a

young loving couple.  

Conversely, we can say that if you are two young lovers, you have to do this activity of

not one, not two.  You have to manifest the Dharmakaya.  The true couple is the manifestation of

the Dharmakaya. 

We clearly teach that the manifestation of the Dharmakaya has as it's content both the

functions of Tatha-gata and Tatha-agata.  Therefore the Dharmakaya is the state of the two lovers

working together and that state becomes pregnant.  

Some young lovers might never get pregnant, they might just keep doing that "not one,

not two" forever and ever.  
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In Japan there is the great statue of the great Buddha in Kamakura.  And actually there's

an  even  bigger  one  in  Todaigi  in  Nara.   Those  great  statues  of  the  Buddha  represent  the

Dharmakaya.  But those great Buddha's are acting.  They have both plus and minus together as

their content and they are both acting. 

The Buddha taught that because the Dharmakaya has absolutely all of plus and all of

minus as it's content it is manifesting the one and only reality. 

Therefore when you see a pregnant woman you should see her as the Dharmakaya.  The

sort of pregnancy the Dharmakaya has is the sort of pregnancy that is pregnant with everything.  

The Dharmakaya is the Buddha that has all things as it's content.  Then the season comes,

then the time comes of birth.  And when the child is born, it is born right in the world of the

Dharmakaya  itself.   As I've  been telling  you,  if  we look carefully  at  this  moment  of  birth,

according to the teaching of Tathagata Zen, this child is born, this independent existence comes

into being, when it receives an equal amount of power of plus and minus: one hundred millionth

of plus and one hundred millionth of minus.  Plus and minus gave one hundred millionth of

themselves  in  order  to  give  birth  to  this  new  existence,  this  child  of  plus  and  minus,  and

therefore, having lost this part of themselves, they are no longer their complete functioning.  

When Buddhism defines the activities of plus and minus, Buddhism says that originally

plus is the will-less expanding activity.  And originally minus is the will-less contracting activity.

However, when plus and minus give part of that functioning of expanding and contracting in

order to birth their child, they are no longer the pure expanding and contracting activities.  The

two equal parts of plus and minus, one hundred millionth of each, come together and make up a

new kind of  activity.   And Buddhism says  that  this  new state  is  the  very foundation  of  an

independent existence.  And we also call that foundation of an independent existent being the

present moment. 

Buddhism says that one way we name the perfect

complete condition is "The Tathagata" itself.  And we also can call it the Cosmic Buddha

of Vairochana.  And we also can say that it is the perfect function of time.  The Cosmic Buddha
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of Vairochana has all of the activity that forms past as it's content, and all of the activity that

forms  future  as  it's  content.   Therefore,  the  very  nature  of  the  Cosmic  Buddha  is  to  be

manifesting complete time.  Contemplate carefully that there is a distinct different state than this,

when plus and minus separate from each other.  When plus and minus separate from each other

the state now manifest is a state in which past, present and future, the three worlds, are distinct

from each other, born right in the world of The Tathagata.  

The existent being who has been manifest with one hundred millionth of plus and minus

as its content is the imperfect present moment.  This imperfect present moment appears from the

Cosmic Buddha at the exact same time as its mother and father also appear from Vairochana

Buddha.  And they appear right within the body of the Cosmic Buddha together.  Vairochana

Buddha  is  the  perfect  complete  state.   It  has  everything  as  its  content  and  therefore  it  is

synonymous with the Cosmos itself.   So we can say quite clearly that Vairochana is neither

standing up in the position of a subject nor an object.

 Vairochana has all of the plus-object activity as it content and all of the minus-subject

activity as it content and those activities have come together and therefore it doesn't belong to

either subject or object and cannot be made an object of by anything. 

If you find yourself standing in front of the great Vairochana Buddha and looking upon it

then you are simply arbitrarily, self-centeredly taking Vairochana as an object in the world of

objects.  So please see that's a mistaken way of thinking.  

When the "I am" self appears in the body of Vairochana, mother and father appear right

at that same time.  Most people say that their mother and father were existing before they were

born, but Buddhism doesn't say that.  The moment of birth is the moment that plus gives part of

himself  and that  minus  gives  part  of  herself.   At  that  moment  plus  and minus  become the

imperfect plus and minus activities, and that is when father and mother appear.  When it's only

the pure plus and minus activities working alone together, that is the Dharmakaya, that is the

Vairochana.  There is not yet a child there.  And mother and father are also not yet there.  When

the child appears that is when father appears doing the plus activity, and mother also appears

doing the minus activity. 
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We're very strict about this teaching and it is a very strict teaching in and of itself, so for

people who are insisting on unquestioningly accepting their "I am" selves, of course you don't

understand.  

The teaching of Tathagata Zen  says to contemplate until you can manifest the wisdom

that clearly knows that the nature of the self is to be existing being embraced by the mother,

future activity from the outside, and the father, past activity from the inside.  That's the teaching

of Tathagata Zen, but some people, I think, find it utterly uninteresting.  And that's why all these

different koans come up, trying to cook up some interest in the practitioners.  

Most people, when they think of the object world they think that its just one world, but

we say that there are two so called objective worlds:  the outside and the inside.  This way of

thinking arises that recognizes the outside as the future,  the mother,  and the inside world of

objects as the past, as the father.  But this thought that recognizes this doesn't happen right away.

We say that the child has to grow and develop for tens of thousands of years before this thought

develops.  

The "I am" self comes into being with both plus and minus as its content.  And mother

and father come into being at that same moment.  Father is the past.  Mother is the future, and the

present moment "I am" self, has both plus and minus as its content.  It is only the present that has

both plus and minus as its content.  Mother and father don't.  The incomplete plus activity is not

zero.  The incomplete minus activity is not zero.  But the imperfect present moment itself has

equal amounts of plus and minus so it is zero.  So it is the closest in nature to Vairochana, the

closest in nature to the state of the source.  Therefore it is the true child of Vairochana.  

You all have mothers and fathers, grandmothers and grandfathers.  But all these, you

mother,  father,  grandmother,  grandfather,  they  all  in  the  beginning  were  manifest  as  the

imperfect coming together of plus and minus.  The teaching of Buddhism says therefore that

everything that is born in this way without a doubt will grow and develop to become the perfect

state, the complete manifestation of Tatha-gata and Tatha-agata, the Vairochana Buddha.  

What  is the process of growing?  What  is the activity  of developing?  According to

Buddhism the activity of  maturing is the activity of making plus and minus totally one's content.
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In  order  to  foster  this  process  of  growth,  the  parents,  the  mother  and  father,  give

themselves.  In Buddhism this is called the act of Compassion.  There is no act of Compassion

other than giving yourself.  Therefore mother and father give themselves to the child in order to

give the child its growth.  In order to help the child to grow.

 Mother and father will do these compassionate acts, will act lovingly until the moment

of their death, until their child becomes a complete human being.  And when the self makes all of

plus and minus its  content  and manifests  the complete  self,  then plus and minus,  father  and

mother have disappeared.  They will inevitably disappear.  So don't forget  that you must make

mother and father totally your content.  Think clearly that that is your goal.  

That's  why  in  Buddhism  we  don't  celebrate  “happy  birthday.”   If  you're  going  to

celebrate your birthday what you really should celebrate is your mother and father.  When the

perfect self is manifest that means that all of plus and minus has been made the content of the

self.  Therefore there is no mother and father appearing as minus and plus.  There is no subject

and object appearing as minus and plus.  Here the complete self is manifest, and we call that

complete self Vairochana.

 To teach about this kind of thing these days is very difficult because the society that we

live in these days is a society in which many children are simply abandoned after they are born,

and many children are thrown away before they are born.  But I won't get into that debate right

here because it's a very long discussion and I don't think I should talk about it so much.  

But what about when the self manifests the perfect complete self?  Is that enough?  Is that

the end of the story?  Most religions would say:  that's enough.  That's good enough.  Buddhism

however, says that the perfect being, Vairochana, doesn't fixate itself.  

The process of growing and developing of the born self resulted in the self manifesting

the perfect being Vairochana.  But the teaching of Buddhism, and the practice of Tathagata Zen

looks upon the process of growth in a very difficult way, and says that the process of growing is

when the plus activity  is leading,  but the minus activity  isn't  static.   She is also acting in a

reactive  or  following  way.   When  the  plus  expanding  activity  completes  itself,  it  always

completes  itself  because  it  is  being  helped  by  the  minus  activity.   The  plus  activity  has
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manifested itself totally, and this is what we call the limit of the plus activity.  The teaching of

Buddhism says that the plus activity is the expanding activity and when the expanding activity

manifests itself totally and completely then it reaches a limit.  That is the manifestation of the

complete self.  The world of the limit of the expanding activity is the manifestation of the perfect

self.  If you can clearly know the way of thinking behind this, the theory of this, then you can

really experience it for yourself.  

The problems of peace of mind and salvation can only be solved according to Buddhism,

through wisdom.   They are  thought  of  as  problems of  ways  of  knowing,  and only  through

manifesting wise ways of knowing can they be solved.  Totally different from finding so called

peace of mind, or salvation through making a lot of money or getting a position of authority in

society. 

The plus activity has expanded totally through the help of his wife, and now he can rest.

Now the drool drips down his chin.  What happens when the husband is totally asleep, with the

drool dripping down his chin? That's when the wife wakes right up, and she goes and gets and

blanket  and tucks  him in and rejoices  in  his  peace.   That's  salvation.   I  guess  this  state  of

salvation will come to me too.   But actually the husband cannot just remain in that state of being

cared for by his wife.  He also then wakes up.  But he probably dreamed a lot of dreams before

he woke up.  And now it's time for the minus activity to be leading. And now plus and minus act

together,  unifying  and  separating  from  each  other,  now  with  minus  leading.   The  state  of

salvation is the state in which husband is being cared for by wife and conversely wife is being

cared for by husband. 

Then the minus activity takes the lead in the process of contracting and the plus activity

follows her in this process of contracting.  Then after some number of hundreds of millions of

years finally another perfect self, at the ultimate place of contraction is manifest.  

When the plus activity  is leading that is the living activity.  And then we say that without

fail, the point where living doesn't need to be done any more, expanding doesn't need to be done

any more is reached.   Tathagata Zen teaches that while you're still alive you must manifest the

wisdom of not needing to do living any more.  
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I really feel like resigning from this world, and curling up in a nice coffin and taking my

rest in a nice cemetery, but I can't so I have to still do my activity of living.  Really I'm in the

state of not having to do the living activity any more on the one hand, but on the other hand, I

DO have to do the living activity.  That's my strength.  

On the other side of the process the contracting dying activity takes the lead and is helped

by plus activity, until the state of not needing to die any more is manifest.  Until that state is

inevitably manifest.  Buddhism teaches that the nature of this cosmos itself is to repeat over and

over again manifesting the ultimate contraction which is the origin of the expanding activity and,

oppositely, manifesting the ultimate expansion which is the origin of the contracting activity.  If

you carefully investigate this principle, this reason of nature itself, then you will also know the

very nature of YOUR self.  We also have plus and minus as our content.  And sometimes the

plus  activity  is  leading  and  sometimes  the  minus  activity  is  leading  and  we  are  constantly

manifesting this process of one becoming three and three becoming one, over and over again. 

There is nothing in our nature outside of this activity.  To know the very way of being of

the world that we all live in together, and to know the very way of being of all of us at the same

time is the Way, according to Buddhism.  Although Taoism is very close to Buddhism, I think

that you have to understand that the way Buddhism interprets the Way of the human being, the

Way of life,  is  different  than other  religions.   The teaching of Buddhism says that  we will,

without doubt, manifest the state where we don't need to seek ourselves any more.  

When you manifest your true self, that is the perfect complete self, and that is the same as

to say that there is no self there.  That means that you don't have to look at your self as an object

any more.  You don't have to seek yourself anymore.  When you manifest the perfect complete

self at the state of not needing to live any more, and when you manifest the complete self at the

state of not needing to die any more, those are both conditions that are neither subjective nor

objective. 

This  is  the  Dharma  activity.   So  although  we  have  these  different  words:   Dharma

activity, Dharma nature, and also the Way, they are all referring to the same thing.  

So Joshu faces Nansen and asks: "What could the Way be?"  You have to be very clear
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that the Joshu that is asking at this point is still just a young guy, he still hasn't developed his

practice very much at all.  It's difficult, but the first thing that I want you to be able to understand

is simply that when asked what the Way is, you can know clearly that the Way is the Dharma

activity.  Joshu simply asked the question "What is the Way?"  But Nansen totally, clearly, to the

very bottom, understands the answer.  But it's another question to know how to respond to Joshu.

It's not easy.  Nansen judges Joshu as not to be a kindergarten student, but to be more like a

college student, and so he responds in his utter kindness appropriately.  But I'll talk about that

tomorrow.     

終

The End
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